Thomas & Betts Solution Sets

Corrosion is a natural
and inevitable process.
It cannot be eliminated,
but it can be managed
and controlled with the
right products.
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Annual Corrosion Costs

Corrosion Is Eating Away
at Your Bottom Line
The direct effects of corrosion cost U.S. industry and government $276 billion annually,

Drinking Water and
Wastewater Systems
$36.0 billion

according to a study commissioned by the U.S. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).*
This ﬁgure reﬂects only the direct costs of corrosion, such as the expense of repairing a bridge
that has become structurally deﬁcient due to steel corrosion or the cost of treated drinking
water lost from a corrosion-induced leak in a municipal water pipeline. It doesn’t begin to take
into account the indirect costs of corrosion, such as the cost of labor related to corrosionmanagement activities or the loss of revenue due to disruption in product supply. The FHWA

Gas and Liquid
Transmission Pipelines
$7.0 billion

study conservatively estimated this as equal to the direct costs.

Oil and Gas Exploration
and Production
$1.4 billion

Corrosion is a natural, inevitable process. It cannot be eliminated, but it can be managed

Petroleum Reﬁning
$3.7 billion

and controlled. The FHWA study estimates that the implementation of optimum corrosion
management practices could save as much as 25–30% of annual cost of corrosion in the U.S.

Highways and Bridges
$8.3 billion

Extrapolated Corrosion Cost:
$276 Billion, 3.1% of GDP
Services,
5.2%
$14.3 Billion

State and Local
Government, 3.0%
$8.3 Billion

Federal
Government, 7.3%
$20.1 Billion

Electrical
Utilities
$6.9 billion

Transportation and
Utilities, 34.9%
$96.2 Billion

Pulp and Paper
Processing
$6.0 billion

Construction,
18.1%
$50.0 Billion

Food
Processing
$2.1 billion

Manufacturing,
31.5%
$86.8 Billion
* The “Corrosion Costs and Preventive Strategies in the United States” study (Publication No. FHWA-RD-01-156),

Mining
$0.1 billion

released in 2002, was commissioned and funded by the U.S. Federal Highway Administration (DOT), Y. Paul
Virmani, project manager; conducted by Gerhardus H. Koch, Michiel P.H. Brongers and Neil G. Thompson of CC
Technologies Laboratories, Inc., of Dublin, Ohio, in association with J.H. Payer, Ph.D. of Case Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, Ohio; and sponsored by NACE International of Houston, Texas.
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Causes of Corrosion
Corrosion is the deterioration of metal caused by a chemical reaction to its
surrounding environment. In most cases this means electrochemical oxidation of
metals in reaction with an oxidant such as oxygen. Corrosion can be accelerated
by the presence of dust, moisture, high relative humidity, high temperatures, salt,
acids, solvents and chemicals. How quickly corrosion occurs depends not only on
the environment, but also on the speciﬁc type of metal. Cast iron, for example,
rapidly oxidizes and forms red rust if left in its raw state, simply from exposure
to the air, so it requires some form of protective ﬁnish. Other metals, such as
stainless steel, have an inherently higher resistance to corrosion without the need
If left in its raw state, cast iron
rapidly oxidizes, forming
red rust.

for special coating.

What Corrosion Looks Like
When we think of corrosion, red rust that forms on iron or steel typically comes to mind, but corrosion may also appear in other forms, depending on the
metal. White rust is corrosion of the zinc that is typically used as a protective coating over iron or steel. The natural green patina on the copper roofs of the
parliament buildings is also a form of corrosion.

Red Rust
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White Rust

Oxidized Copper

Galvanic Corrosion

The Effects of Corrosion
on the Electrical System

Galvanic corrosion results from contact between
electrochemically dissimilar metals. If you
connect bare copper and aluminum — two
metals commonly used for electrical wiring and
connectors — the aluminum, being the less
noble and more anodic of the two metals, will
be attacked by galvanic corrosion. However,
connectors for code construction are typically
tin plated, which prevents galvanic corrosion,

Corrosion in electrical systems typically represents only a fraction of the direct costs for

and tin-plated aluminum connectors that are

many industries, but it yields a disproportionately large share of the indirect costs. Corrosion

CSA Certiﬁed as dual-rated may be used safely

in electrical contacts creates high resistance and unreliable connections, which lead to poor

on either aluminum or copper conductors.

power quality. In production and manufacturing, where downtime can be very costly, failure of a
relatively inexpensive electrical component that leads to loss of power and control to production

The white rust that forms on galvanized steel

equipment can quickly add up to thousands of dollars in lost productivity. In aircraft, corrosion

is also an example of galvanic corrosion. The

that causes electrical system failure can result in loss of life.

more anodic and less noble zinc applied over
steel during galvanizing is intended to act as a

Electrical systems, therefore, are a prime area in which an upfront investment in corrosion

sacriﬁcial layer to protect the steel underneath.

protection returns signiﬁcant cost savings, as well as increased safety and other beneﬁts, over

White rust is evidence that the zinc coating is

the long term. This means selecting electrical conduit, ﬁttings, support systems and accessories

serving its purpose; the appearance of red rust

in corrosion-resistant materials appropriate for the environment in which they’ll be installed.

indicates corrosion of the steel.

Corrosion Protection of Electrical Conduit Systems
Corrosion Protection Options

CHEMICAL
CATEGORY

CHEMICAL
EXAMPLES

Solvents (excluding
alcohols and aliphatic)

Acetone, toluene, ketones, etc.

Fuels
Plating Solutions
Salts and Alkaline
Materials
Mild Acids

PVC

URETHANE

304
STAINLESS
STEEL

316
STAINLESS
STEEL

POLY
CARBONATE

CAST IRON

BRASS

ALUMINUM

COMPATIBILITY RATING

Jet fuel (alcohol based and
aliphatic solvent based)
Chrome, nickel, copper, brass,
gold, zinc, etc.
Caustic soda, caustic potash,
alkaline cleaners, etc.
Low-concentration hydrochloric,
sulfuric, fruit acids, glycolic, citric, etc.

NR

NR

L

L

NR

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

F

F

F

F

NR

NR

NR

L

F

L

L

F

NR

NR

NR

L

S

L

L

S

NR

NR

NR

Strong or HighPurity Acids

Nitric, hydrofluoric, etc.

S

S

F

F

S

NR

NR

NR

Oxidizing Agents

Bleach, chlorine,
hydrogen peroxide, etc.

L

S

L

L

S

NR

NR

NR

Chemical Compatibility Legend
SUITABILITY DESCRIPTION

Rated for all Fumes, Splash & Liquid
Rated only for Fumes & Splash
Rated for Fumes only
Not Recommended

COMPATIBILITY RATING
L
S

The chart above provides a general guide for the end user to choose the most suitable ma-

F

terial for corrosion protection. Compatibility with chemical environment should be thoroughly

NR

evaluated for each installation.
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Delivering value through system solutions based
on engineering innovation

Our Value Commitment

Product Platforms

Thomas & Betts is committed to helping you meet the challenges of corrosion

For over a century, Thomas & Betts has provided customers with electrical

prevention with electrical solutions, services and systems that deliver value.

system solutions to help protect their people and assets, while meeting

These include:

applicable codes, lowering installed costs and providing overall value.

T&B Engineered solutions — Our products are designed to perform

Wire and Cable Management — Thomas & Betts invented Ty-Rap®

dependably under conditions such as constant moisture, harsh chemicals,

Cable Ties in 1958 and continues to lead the industry in innovative wire and

extreme temperatures, high-pressure washdown, ultraviolet exposure,

cable management solutions. From cable tray systems and electrical boxes

hazardous areas, high-vibration equipment and continuous operation.

to metal framing and meter sockets, end-users depend on Thomas & Betts
products to get the job done right and to help reduce costs and

Tested reliability — Our products are rigorously tested

installation time.

for use in harsh environments, with proven results in
thousands of installations.

Cable Protection Systems — Electrical systems
exist in harsh and corrosive environments,

Expert support — Thomas & Betts trained sales

extreme temperatures and hazardous locations.

representatives and technical services experts

Thomas & Betts has engineered, tested and

are available at every stage of a project, from

certiﬁed cable protection solutions for all types of

planning and site preparation through construction
and MRO.

wires, cables and cords, offering long life and safe,
reliable, maintenance-free performance, regardless of
environmental conditions.

Training and certiﬁcation — Thomas & Betts
conducts training programs on speciﬁc products and systems

Power Connection and Control — Advanced electronic and

and works closely with accredited electrical industry associations. Contact

electrical systems require signals and controls to be extremely accurate,

us for details.

consistent and reliable. Our power connection and control system solutions
make this expectation a reality for your low-, medium- and high-voltage

Product availability — Our industry-leading distributor network assures you

electrical system needs.

of reliable and on-time delivery. This global electrical product support system
ensures that our solutions are available when and where you need them.

Safety Technology — Thomas & Betts is a worldwide leader in hazardous
location lighting, emergency lighting and supporting central battery systems.
We use state-of-the-art technologies to design our electrical system solutions
so they meet global safety and reliability standards.
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Thomas & Betts products
for corrosive environments
Carlon®
r17$$POEVJU'JUUJOHTBOE"DDFTTPSJFT

Hazlux®
r)B[$PUF®$PSSPTJPO3FTJTUBOU-JHIUJOH'JYUVSFT

Ocal™
r0$"-#-6&®$POEVJU
r0$"-#-6&®&MCPXT
r0$"-#-6&®%PVCMF$PBUFE(6"4FSJFT
$POEVJU#PYFT
r0$"-#-6&®/&."5ZQF9'PSN
$POEVJU#PEJFT
r17$$PBUFE4USVU 4USBQTBOE$MBNQT
r17$$PBUFE-JRVJEUJHIU$POEVJU$POOFDUPST
 MA®
P
r'MFYJCMF/ZMPO$POEVJU4ZTUFNT

Russellstoll®
r%VSB(BSE®/PO.FUBMMJD1JOBOE4MFFWF1MVHT 
$POOFDUPSTBOE3FDFQUBDMFT

Shrink-Kon®
r8JSFBOE$POOFDUPS*OTVMBUJPO1SPEVDUT

Sta-Kon®
r$PSSPTJPO3FTJTUBOU /JDLFM1MBUFE
8JSF5FSNJOBMT

Superstrut®
r4UBJOMFTT4UFFM "MVNJOVN 17$$PBUFE
BOEø/PO.FUBMMJD.PEVMBS'SBNJOH$IBOOFM 
1JQFø)BOHFSTBOE#FBN$MBNQT

T&B® Cable Tray
r"MVNJOVN 4UBJOMFTT4UFFMBOE'JCFSHMBTT
4VQQPSUBOE8JSF.BOBHFNFOU4ZTUFNT

T&B® Conduit & Fittings
r"MVNJOVN-JRVJEUJHIU$POEVJUBOE'JUUJOHT
r#MVF,PUF®$POEVJU#PEJFT
r/PO.FUBMMJD$POEVJUBOE'JUUJOHT
r3BOHFS®4FSJFT"MVNJOVN-JRVJEUJHIU
$PSE$POOFDUPST
r4UBJOMFTT4UFFM$POEVJUBOE$PSE'JUUJOHT
r5ZQF4UBJOMFTT4UFFM'PSN$POEVJU#PEJFT

Ty-Rap®
r$PBUFEBOE6ODPBUFE4UBJOMFTT4UFFM$BCMF5JFT
r$BCMF5JFTGPS)BSTI&OWJSPONFOUT

Thomas & Betts has the
products you need for
demanding applications
in harsh and highly
corrosive environments.
Corrosion & Harsh Environment Protection
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Corrosion-Resistant Materials
Stainless Steel
Stainless steel is the household name for metal alloys containing at least 10.5% chromium
and more than 50% iron. It provides one of the most hygienic surfaces, because it is very
easy to clean and its surface has no pores or cracks to harbor bacteria and other impurities.
It resists corrosion, withstands high temperatures and is easily maintained.
Type 304 stainless steel contains primarily iron, chromium and nickel. Sometimes referred to
as marine-grade, Type 316 stainless steel is similar in formula to Type 304, but molybdenum
is added to strengthen the stainless steel against surface pitting and other deterioration.
For electrical conduit systems, stainless steel offers performance that’s hard to match, combining high corrosion and
chemical resistance with strength, durability, ease of installation and low maintenance. Generally speaking, when compared
to using standard galvanized steel conduit in corrosive environments, stainless steel offers three to ﬁve times the lifespan
for Type 304 and four to eight times the lifespan for Type 316.

PVC-Coated Metals
One method to improve the corrosion resistance of standard galvanized
steel or iron, as well as aluminum, is to coat the metal in PVC (polyvinyl
chloride). Numerous industry standards, including UL6, ANSI C80.1
and NEMA RN-1, cover the manufacture and testing of PVC-coated conduit
systems. Compliance with these standards, combined with installation
by a contractor experienced with the special requirements of working with
PVC-coated conduit, helps to ensure a quality system that will withstand
corrosive environments. In general, PVC-coated metal provides strong
resistance to most chemicals and will typically last nearly twice as long
as standard galvanized steel conduit in corrosive environments.

Nonmetallic Materials
One way to avoid corrosion is to eliminate the use of metal. While complete elimination
of metal is usually not practical in real-world applications, there are plenty of alternative
materials for electrical raceway system components and accessories. These include PVC,
polycarbonate, nylon, ﬁberglass and others. PVC conduit and ﬁttings provide excellent
protection when wiring systems need to be embedded in concrete, for example.
Because different non-metallic material properties and characteristics vary so widely, you
should always check the speciﬁcations of any material you’re considering for compatibility
with the environment in which you’re planning to use it. In addition, most nonmetallic
materials have limitations for maximum operating temperature that must be taken into
consideration to avoid softening or melting of components in high heat areas.
8
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Aluminum
Aluminum provides the advantages of high strength-to-weight
ht ratio, superior
resistance to certain corrosive environments and ease of installation.
tallation.
Aluminum typically weighs about 50% less than steel and requires
equires no
maintenance after installation. It offers excellent resistance too solvents and
fuels, but is not recommended for exposure to other types off chemicals,
including salt, bleach, acid or chlorine.

Other Options
In addition to PVC coating, other protective ﬁnishes and
coatings have been developed to give galvanized cast iron
or steel superior protection against corrosion.

After a 500-hour 5% salt fog
test, the standard galvanized
iron conduit body has severe
salt adhesion and signiﬁcant
rusting.

As another example, the Thomas & Betts Gold-Galv® ﬁnish for Superstrut®

Metal Framing Channel Finish

Modular Metal Framing is a gold trivalent ﬁnish applied over electro-galvanized

Corrosion-Resistant Testing, ASTM B117

steel to provide superior corrosion resistance as compared to industry-

1100

standard pre-galvanized G90 steel strut. The trivalent Gold-Galv® ﬁnish is RoHS

1000
900

Salt Spray Hours

The BlueKote® conduit body
still has a glossy sheen and no
evidence of salt adhesion or
penetration after the same salt
fog test.

(Restriction of Hazardous Substances) compliant.

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Industry
Enamel
Green

Epoxy
Green

Industry
Pre-Galvanized
G90

EGSilverGalv®

Trivalent
Gold-Galv ®

Corrosion & Harsh Environment Protection
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CLORO ®
X Ble
ach

Chlorin
e, Anh
ydrous
e Liqu
id
Chlorin
e Wate
r

Fruit J
uice

Hydrog
en Per
oxide (3
0%)
Acetic
Acid (2
0%)
Sulfuric
Acid (1
0-75%
)
Citric A
cid

(>40%
)
Sodium
Hydrox
ide (50
%)
Sodium
Chlorid
e
Sodium
Carbon
ate
Sodium
Metas
ilicate
Diethy
lene G
lycol
Sodium
Silicat
e

Phosp
horic A
cid

Phosp
horic A
cid

Best
Better
Good
Poor

Overall
C

A
B
C
D

hemic
al Res
istance

Chemical Resistance
Performance Rating

(Crude
)

Harsh Chemicals Used

316 Stainless

A

B

D

B

B

A

A

A

B

B

B

D

A

A

C

C

A

304 Stainless

A

D

D

B

B

A

A

A

A

B

B

D

B

A

C

C

A

Aluminum

B

C

C

D

C

D

D

B

A

A

B

D

C

A

D

D

A

Brass

D

N/A

D

D

D

B

N/A

N/A

D

N/A

D

N/A

D

D

D

D

N/A

Cast Iron

D

D

D

D

D

B

A

A

B

B

D

D

D

D

D

N/A

D

Nylon

B

B

B

A

A

B

N/A

A

A

D

D

D

A

A

D

C

A

PVC

A

B

B

A

A

A

A

C

A

A

D

A

B

A

D

A

A

PVC Coated

A

B

B

A

A

A

A

C

A

A

D

A

B

A

D

A

A

Kynar®

A

A

B

A

A

A

N/A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

A

Polycarbonate

B

A

A

D

A

A

N/A

B

N/A

A

A

B

A

N/A

C

N/A

N/A

The information in this chart has been supplied to Thomas & Betts by other reputable sources and is to be used ONLY as a guide in selecting equipment
for appropriate chemical compatibility. Thomas & Betts does not warrant that the information in this chart is accurate or complete or that any material
is suitable for any purpose. Before permanent installation, test the equipment with the chemicals and under the speciﬁc conditions of your application.
Ratings of chemical behavior listed in this chart apply at a 48-hour exposure period. Thomas & Betts has no knowledge of possible effects beyond this
period.
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Materials Comparison
Food and beverage processing plants comsume over 370,000 tons of stainless steel each year.
You can achieve savings up to 33% through careful selection of appropriate materials for your
speciﬁc application.

T&B®
Cable Tray
Systems

T&B®
Aluminum
Liquidtight
Fitting

®
StarTeck
S
Fittings

Silver Grip®
Tray Cord
Fitting

T&B®
Liquidtight
Fitting

Steel City®
Conduit
Strap

Ty-Rap®
Cable Ties

3FEt%PU
FS Box

T&B®
Aluminum
Erickson
Cord Fitting

T&B®
Aluminum
Ranger®
Cord Fitting

®

Superstrut®
Channel

Ty-Rap®
Cable Ties

T&B®
Aluminum
Chase Hub

NOT RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

PPMAA® Flexible
PM
Ny CConduit
Nylon
Systems
System
Sy

T&B® Type A
Conduit Fitting

T&B® Ranger®
Cord Fitting

Ty-Rap® Nylon
Cable Ties

Liquatite®
Type A
Conduit

Liquatite®
Type B
Conduit

T&B® PVC
Liquidtight
Flexible Conduit

Carlon® PVC
Polar-Gard
conduit

Ocal™ PVCCoated Fittings

PVC-Coated
Liquidtight Hub

Ocal™ PVCCoated Conduit

T&B® Fittings Type 316
Stainless Steel Form 8
Conduit Bodies

Hazlux®
Lighting Fixtures

DuraGard® Pinand-Sleeve
Connectors

Corrosion & Harsh Environment Protection
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Stainless Steel Solutions

Stainless Steel Modular
Framing Channel and
Accessories

Star Teck® Stainless Steel Cable Fittings
For Teck and ACWU Cable
t 5IFJOEVTUSZCFODINBSLGPSTBGFUZ RVBMJUZDPOTUSVDUJPOBOEFBTFPGJOTUBMMBUJPO

t "WBJMBCMFJO5ZQFTUBJOMFTTTUFFM

t 4UBS5FDL® (ST® Series) ﬁttings for challenging industrial environments

t *OOPWBUJWF5SBQOVU® Strut Fastener reduces time
by up to 43% on retroﬁt applications

t 4UBS5FDL91® 459® Series) ﬁttings for hazardous environments

t 'VMMMJOFPGmUUJOHTBOEBDDFTTPSJFT

t 4UBS5FDL&YUSFNF® (STE® Series) range-taking ﬁttings for challenging industrial environments
t 4UBS5FDL&YUSFNF91® 45&9® Series) range-taking ﬁttings for hazardous environments

Type 316
Stainless Steel
Cable Tray

t -BEEFS WFOUJMBUFEBOETPMJEUSPVHIEFTJHOT
t 'VMMSBOHFPGDMBTTFTBOEBTTPDJBUFEMPBEJOHDBQBDJUJFT
t $PNQMFUFTFMFDUJPOPGmUUJOHTBOEDPWFST

Stainless Steel Conduit and Cord Fittings

Type 316 Stainless Steel Form 8
Conduit Bodies

Stainless Steel
Cable Ties

t .BSJOFHSBEF5ZQFTUBJOMFTTTUFFM
construction in rugged Form 8 design
for the harshest environments
t "WBJMBCMFJOTIBQFT-# 5 5#BOEUIFWFSTBUJMF
new LU® Universal Conduit Elbow
t 4IJQDPNQMFUFXJUIDPWFST HBTLFUTBOETDSFXT
t )VCTJ[FTGSPN12" to 2"
LB shape
t 5ZQFTUBJOMFTTTUFFMmUUJOHTJOTUSBJHIU BOE
versions for liquidtight ﬂexible metal conduit
t 5ZQFTUBJOMFTTTUFFMmUUJOHTGPS5ZQF"MJRVJEUJHIUnFYJCMF
non-metallic conduit

t 6ODPBUFE5ZQFBOE5ZQFTUBJOMFTTTUFFM
t "MTPBWBJMBCMFJOQPMZFTUFSDPBUFE5ZQFTUBJOMFTTTUFFM
t 4FDVSF IFBWZEVUZCBMMMPDLJOHNFDIBOJTN
T shape

t 5ZQFTUBJOMFTTTUFFM#VMMFU® hub connectors for rigid
or intermediate metal conduit
t 5ZQFTUBJOMFTTTUFFM3BOHFS® liquidtight ﬁttings for
ﬂexible cord and cable
t 5ZQFTUBJOMFTTTUFFM45"35&$,® ﬁttings for jacketed
metal-clad and teck cables
t 5ZQFTUBJOMFTTTUFFM4JMWFS(SJQ® ﬁttings for tray cable
and portable cord in hazardous locations
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LU® shape

TB shape

™

OCAL-BLUE® Conduit

PVC-Coated Solutions
™

OCAL-BLUE® Double-Coated
UL® Listed Type 4X Form 8
Conduit Bodies
t )PUEJQQFEHBMWBOJ[FETUFFMPSBMVNJOVNDPOEVJU
t )PUEJQQFEHBMWBOJ[FEUISFBET TUFFMDPOEVJUPOMZ
t /PNJOBMNJMTCMVFVSFUIBOFDPBUJOHPOJOUFSJPS
t .JOJNVNNJMT17$DPBUJOHPOFYUFSJPS

™

®

OCAL-BLUE Double-Coated
STAR TECK EXTREME®
Fittings

t 6-® Listed
5ZQF9BOE
/&."9SBUJOH
for excellent protection
against washdown, moisture,
rain, ice or snow
t $BTUJSPOCPEJFTBOEDPWFSTDPBUFEJOTJEF
and out with 2 mils blue urethane, then exterior coated
with minimum 40 mils PVC in gray (standard), blue, white or custom colors
t 4IJQDPNQMFUFXJUIDPWFSXJUIJOUFHSBM0SJOHTFBMBOETUBJOMFTTTUFFMFODBQTVMBUFETDSFXT
t "WBJMBCMFJOBMMQPQVMBSTIBQFTJOIVCTJ[FT
from 12" to 2"

t "MVNJOVNmUUJOHTGPSKBDLFUFENFUBMDMBEBOEUFDLDBCMFT
t /PNJOBMNJMTCMVFVSFUIBOFDPBUJOHPOCPUIJOUFSJPS
and exterior
t /PNJOBMNJMT17$DPBUJOHCPOEFEUPFYUFSJPS
t 'PSVTFJOPSEJOBSZBOEIB[BSEPVTMPDBUJPOT

™

OCAL-BLUE®
Double-Coated
GUA Series
Conduit
Boxes

PVC over urethane

™

t %VDUJMFJSPOCPEJFTXJUI0SJOHHBTLFUFEDBTU
aluminum covers

OCAL-BLUE® Standardand Large-Radius Elbows

™

PVC-Coated Liquidtight Conduit
Connectors

t /PNJOBMNJMTCMVFVSFUIBOFDPBUJOHPOCPUIJOUFSJPS
and exterior
t /PNJOBMNJMT17$DPBUJOHCPOEFEUPFYUFSJPS
t 'PSVTFJOIB[BSEPVTMPDBUJPOT

™

PVC-Coated Strut, Straps and Clamps

t 'BCSJDBUFEGSPN0DBM™ PVC-coated conduit
t 'BDUPSZCFOUUPTBWFUJNFBOEXBTUFENBUFSJBMT
t 4UBOEBSESBEJVT  BOEBOEMBSHFSBEJVT
available for immediate shipment
t 4QFDJBMSBEJVTBOEPUIFSBOHMFTBWBJMBCMFVQPOSFRVFTU

t (FOVJOF5#®MJRVJEUJHIUDPOEVJUmUUJOHTTUSBJHIU 
BOE
t /PNJOBMNJMT17$DPBUJOHCPOEFEUPFYUFSJPS
t 1SFTTVSFTFBMJOHTMFFWFTQSPUFDUDPOOFDUJPOT

t 4UFFMTUSVUXJUIOPNJOBMNJMT17$DPBUJOH
t 'VMMMJOFPG17$DPBUFECFBNDMBNQT QJQFTUSBQT DPOEVJU
hangers and threaded rod also available

Corrosion & Harsh Environment Protection
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Nonmetallic Solutions

Nonmetallic Flexible Conduit and Fittings

High-Performance Flexible
Nylon Conduit Systems
t 5ZQF"17$nFYJCMFDPOEVJUBOEDIFNJDBMSFTJTUBOU 
non-burning thermoplastic ﬁttings

t 8JEFTFMFDUJPOPGnFYJCMFQPMZBNJEF
conduit provides excellent ﬂexing
and fatigue life in extreme operating
temperature ranges

t -JRVBUJUF® PVC liquidtight Type B conduit and Bullet®
nonmetallic liquidtight ﬁttings
t 7BSJFUZPGPUIFSOPONFUBMMJDDPOEVJUBOEDPSE
ﬁttings available

t &YDFMMFOUSFTJTUBODFUPIJHIMZDPSSPTJWF
chemicals
t $PNQMFUFMJOFPGFBTZUPJOTUBMMTUSBJHIUBOE
angled ﬁttings

Nonmetallic
metallic Modular Framing
Channel
nel and Accessories

t *1 *1BOE*1,MJRVJEJOHSFTTQSPUFDUJPO

t 3VHHFEQPMZFTUFSBOEWJOZMFTUFSDPOTUSVDUJPO
E M U
E J M U
U UJ

Circuit Safe® JIC Series
Nonmetallic NEMA Enclosures

t 12" x 112" channel dimension reduces installation costs
and waste

t &YDFMMFOUSFTJTUBODFUPBXJEFSBOHFPGDPSSPTJWFBHFOUT BDJET 
alkalines and salts

t 'VMMSBOHFPGOPONFUBMMJDmUUJOHT QJQFDMBNQT
and hardware

t &ODMPTVSFTXJUIUFNQFSBUVSFSBOHFPG¡$UP¡$
t .BOVGBDUVSFEXJUITUSVDUVSBMGPBNUIFSNPQMBTUJD QSPWJEJOHIJHI
impact strength to eliminate dents and deformations
t )JHIEJFMFDUSJDTUSFOHUI

Cable Ties for Harsh Environments

t &YDFMMFOUXFBUIFSJOHDBQBCJMJUJFT

PVC Conduit Fittings and Accessories

Fiberglass Cable Tray

t 8FBUIFS 67BOEDIFNJDBMSFTJTUBOUQPMZQSPQZMFOF CMBDL 
t 'MBNFSFUBSEBOU MPXTNPLFEFOTJUZ 6-7
ﬂuoropolymer (maroon)
t 3BEJBUJPOSFTJTUBOU 6-7nVPSPQPMZNFS BRVB

DuraGard® Waterproof Pin-and-Sleeve
Connections

t 0OFPGUIFNPTUDPNQSFIFOTJWFMJOFTPG17$DPOEVJUBOE
ﬁttings available in the industry
t 'VMMTFMFDUJPOPG17$4DIFEVMFBOEFMCPXT DPOEVJU
bodies and more
t 1PMZDBSCPOBUFFODMPTVSFTQSPWJEFFYDFMMFOUDPSSPTJPOBOE
impact resistance

t -BEEFS WFOUJMBUFEBOETPMJEUSPVHIEFTJHOT
t 'VMMSBOHFPGDMBTTFTBOEBTTPDJBUFEMPBEJOHDBQBDJUJFT
t $PNQMFUFTFMFDUJPOPGmUUJOHTBOEDPWFST
t /PUKVTUXBUFSUJHIU CVUXBUFSQSPPG NBUFEPSVONBUFE
t 5FTUFEUP QTJGPSXBTIEPXOBQQMJDBUJPOT
t 'VMMMJOFPG"UP"DPOOFDUPST QMVHTBOESFDFQUBDMFT
in UL94V-0, corrosion-resistant thermoplastic housings
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Aluminum and Other Solutions

Aluminum
Cable Tray

Star Teck® Teck Cable Fittings

t -BEEFS WFOUJMBUFEBOETPMJEUSPVHIEFTJHOT

t 4UBS5FDL®, Star Teck Extreme®,
4UBS5FDL91®BOE4UBS5FDL&YUSFNF91®
aluminum and PVC-coated ﬁttings

t 'VMMSBOHFPGDMBTTFTBOEBTTPDJBUFEMPBEJOHDBQBDJUJFT
t $PNQMFUFTFMFDUJPOPGmUUJOHTBOEDPWFST

Gold-Galv® and Aluminum Modular
Framing Channel and Accessories
t (PME(BMW® gold
trivalent ﬁnish
provides superior
corrosion protection
over electrogalvanized steel
t "MTPBWBJMBCMFJO
6063 extruded
aluminum

Aluminum
Liquidtight
Conduit and
Fittings

t 'VMMSBOHFPGmUUJOHT
and accessories
available in both
Gold-Galv® ﬁnish
and aluminum

t -JRVBUJUF® conduit features a lightweight aluminum core
with sunlight-, acid- and oil-resistant PVC jacket

Corrosion-Resistant Nickel-Plated
Wire Terminals

t )JHIQFSGPSNBODFTPMEFSMFTTDSJNQUFSNJOBMT
t $PNQMFUFMJOFPGSJOHBOEGPSLUFSNJOBMT TQMJDFT
and disconnects
t 7JOZMJOTVMBUFE OZMPOJOTVMBUFEBOEOPOJOTVMBUFETUZMFT

BlueKote® Conduit Bodies
t 5SJQMFMBZFSQSPUFDUJPO
over ferrous conduit
body — including
two layers of epoxy
coating — stops
corrosion in its
tracks
t #MVF,PUF® internal
surface coating provides an additional
layer of corrosion protection and reduces
force required to pull wires

t "MVNJOVNMJRVJEUJHIUmUUJOHTBWBJMBCMFJOTUSBJHIUBOE
conﬁgurations
t 'JUUJOHTBWBJMBCMFXJUIPQUJPOBM3FWPMWFS® rotating ground lug

Ranger®
Series
Aluminum
Liquidtight
Cord
Connectors

t "WBJMBCMFJO'PSNTBOEJO
all popular conduit body shapes
and sizes — plus the new LU®
Universal Conduit Elbow
t :PVSDIPJDFPGJSPOPSTUBJOMFTT
steel covers

t 7BSJFUZPGDPSSPTJPOSFTJTUBOUmOJTIFTBOENBUFSJBMT
t "WBJMBCMFJOTUSBJHIUPS¡EFTJHOT
t %FTJHOFEUPBDDFQUBXJEFSBOHFPGDBCMFT PGGFSJOHOJOF
ﬁttings that cover cord ranges from .125" through .950"

Hazcote®
Corrosion-Resistant
Lighting Fixtures

t4MPUUFEEFTJHOHMBOEOVUUPBDDPNNPEBUFTFDVSJOHJO
tight spaces

Wire and Connector
Insulation Products
t &ODMPTFE HBTLFUFEBOETFBMFEmYUVSFTGPSBEWFSTF 
wet and marine locations
t $BTUBMVNJOVNIPVTJOHXJUI)B[DPUF® corrosion-resistant
,ZOBS® coating
t 1PMZNFSJDBOEQPXEFSDPBUFEBMVNJOVNTUZMFT
also available

t 1SPUFDUBHBJOTUNPJTUVSF DPSSPTJPOBOEBCSBTJPO
t )FBWZ NFEJVNBOEUIJOXBMMIFBUTISJOLBCMFUVCJOH
t 4FMGGVTJOHJOTVMBUJPOUBQF

t 'JYUVSFTBWBJMBCMFGPSCPUIPSEJOBSZBOEIB[BSEPVTMPDBUJPOT
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